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FROM AGRICULTURE TO
INDUSTRY: SILK PRODUCTION
AND MANUFACTURE IN MAINE
1800-1930
BY JACQUELINE FIELD
Sericulture or silk production is an agricultural activity that involves
mulberry cultivation, raising silkworms, and reeling (unwinding) filament (raw silk) from cocoons. Silk manufacture involves a mechanical
means of throwing (spinning) raw silk into useable threads and making
textiles. This article examines Maine’s role in the American silk industry
from early sericulture, mulberry growing, and small-scale hand production to twentieth-century industrialized manufacturing and the production of hitherto unimaginable quantities of silk fabrics. Most specifically,
the objective is to show that although Maine’s participation in this effort
may not have been as dominant or as well-documented as that of other
New England states, its silk production was as much woven into antebellum life as it was elsewhere. Apparently ended before the Civil War,
Maine’s silk connection vigorously revived with the founding of the
Haskell Silk Company of Westbrook, and Haskell grew to become one of
the largest and most successful silk manufacturers in the entire American
silk industry. Jacqueline Field is an independent scholar and former college teacher and costume curator. Her primary interest is in textile history, textile design, and the end-use of textiles in dress. She co-authored
AMERICAN SILK 1830-1930: ENTREPRENEURS AND ARTIFACTS
(2007), and has presented papers at national conferences and published
numerous articles on aspects of textiles and dress. She serves as Vice President for Education and Programs for the Costume Society of America.

O

N JANUARY 25, 1841 Luther Carey and three other Turner,
Maine, residents signed a lengthy petition for submission to the
Maine State Legislature. The first sentence reads, “to the Honorable Legislature of the State of Maine, the undersigners respectfully request this honorable body to enact a law for the encouragement of the
cultivation and manufacture of silk.”1
It was not a new idea. Maine and many other states already fostered
Maine History 44:1 October 2008
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Silk Cocoons ready to reel, with one open cocoon showing the Bombix Mori
moth pupae. Cocoons are treated with heat to stifle the pupae to prevent moths
developing because they break up the silk filament as they chew their way out.
One filament is too thin to be of use. Multiple filaments form the reeled, yellow
dyed thread on this quill ready to be used in a shuttle.
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silk production by offering bounties of one kind or another. Maine paid
five cents per pound for cocoons and fifty cents per pound for reeled
silk, the latter being the product thread manufacturers wanted. It was a
competitive market. A measure of the competition, and a sense of some
silk entrepreneurs’ conviction that silk was an industry of the future, is
conveyed in the Carey Petition:
New York was also enticing the Yankees to leave New England and
settle in some part of her dominions. With these offers before
them silk growers were balancing in their minds the comparative
advantages and disadvantages of these respective states, when
Massachusetts comes forward and offers $2 a pound for every
pound of silk they will grow, reel, and throw within her jurisdiction during a period of seven years. The offer will settle the question, unless the other states pursue a policy equally liberal, and
present inducements equally flattering. Without these Mass. will
become the great silk growing and manufacturing district of the
United States, and wealth will flow in upon her with a flood tide.
In the belief that improved rewards would help stem the outward flow of
people and their silk, the petitioners laid out arguments in support of an
extra bounty for every skein of finished sewing silk. Additionally, to try
to encourage more people to plant mulberry trees to provide more
leaves (food for worms) and thereby boost silk production, they proposed fixing a bounty of up to one cent per tree, payable annually, for
every mulberry tree planted and well maintained.
A selfish element, no doubt, motivated the petitioners—all of them
silk and mulberry men. Drawing on many sources circulating in the
1830s, they justified their request with six long pages of explanation, detailing European countries’ encouragement of their silk industries, the
colonial silk growing effort, the whole business of silk culture, employment opportunities, and importantly, the need for home-manufactured
silk to counter the expense of importing silk goods. They emphasized
how advantageous a silk industry could be to the Union in general, and
how beneficial to the State of Maine in particular. From the mid-Atlantic
through the northeast, people engaged in silk production and explored
ways to mechanize different processes. However, by today’s standards it
was all very small scale.
Maine was never a prominent silkworm-raising state. Nonetheless,
for many reasons in the 1830s and 1840s the idea of sericulture must
have had considerable appeal for Maine farmers. The printed word, an
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active agent of change, helped encourage the idea of sericulture and silk
manufacturing. Maine’s agricultural publications provided detailed information on mulberries, their propagation, and all aspects of sericulture. They often reprinted articles from the numerous specialized silk
journals circulating at the time—American Silk-Grower and Farmers
Manual, The Silk-Worm, and The Cultivator—to name a few. It was certainly from these sources Luther Carey gleaned information for his petition. In the pages of The Yankee Farmer and Maine’s New England Cultivator, readers learned of exchanges between such diverse individuals as
the respected Jesse Buel, editor of the Cultivator, and the dubious
Northampton silk showman-sericulturist Samuel Whitmarsh.2 In this
way Maine was linked to the broader silk producing community, influenced by prevalent agricultural ideas, and caught up in the current enthusiasm for sericulture and its potential.
Maine’s established rural economy, based on agricultural production
supplemented by home manufactured goods and miscellaneous “offseason” work, began to unravel during the antebellum period. Domestic
weaving became redundant. Where at one time (around 1810) households such as those in the Standish area of southern Maine between
them turned out 20,000 yards of cloth per annum, now families purchased factory-made textiles.3 Soil was depleted, and in many areas,
Maine’s rural population began to decline. Opportunities other than
farming—in factories, in urban centers, and in the west—enticed sons
and daughters to leave worn-out farms. Sericulture seemed to offer
farmers some sort of partial solution: mulberry plants provided a new
crop; silkworm raising offered wives and daughters a new cash-generating household activity; sericulture seemed to promise a better return
than other seasonal work; and the seasonal nature of sericulture made it
a good fit with traditional agricultural patterns.
Before it spread through southern New England and eventually
wound its way into Maine, the American Silk Road tracked through the
colonies. The push to produce silk dated back to early colonial times.
Then, of course, it was wanted for export as raw material for silk weaving recently established in the mother country. Virginia’s Jamestown settlers were ordered to plant mulberry trees and include silkworm-raising
in their farming activities, and later, in the mid-seventeenth century, legislation promised premiums of fifty pounds of tobacco for every pound
of reeled silk. “Punishments and rewards were alike in vain” in Virginia,
where tobacco’s profitability supplanted all thoughts of tedious, laborintensive silk culture. In the Carolinas, despite plans, schemes, invest-
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Long after American sericulture was abandoned and silk had become a major
industry, manufacturers continued to distribute educational boxed kits complete with a cocoon and silk thread, such as the example from Westbrook’s
Haskell Silk Company, now in Westbrook Historical Society’s collection

ments, and inducements, silk production never amounted to much—
only 250 pounds exported in twenty-five years.4 With land grants and
other enticements, Parliament and private subscribers in Britain set
their hopes on Georgia becoming a major source of silk for English
weavers. After some success—enough to export small, but useful
amounts from the 1750s through the 1770s—the disruptions of war and
the appearance of an alternate crop eclipsed silk cultivation. Where tobacco took over in Virginia, in Georgia it was cotton, suddenly made
more viable thanks to Eli Whitney’s cotton gin invention.
In the meantime, Dr. Ezra Stiles, President of Yale University, pursued
an intensive study of silkworms and sericulture. Years before the Revolution he distributed free silkworm eggs and advice throughout Connecticut, which led to modestly successful silk production, and even some
household silk weaving. But during the Revolutionary War farmers had
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little inclination for mulberry cultivation when food shortages made
grain production a highly profitable priority. After the war, silk culture
and manufacture gradually took on a new lease of life. In Connecticut,
Dr. Nathaniel Aspinwall, a mulberry propagator with large mulberry orchards in Long Island, planted mulberry trees and established sericulture
in New Haven and in the town of Mansfield, which grew to be the state’s
leading silk producing center. In 1784 Connecticut’s legislature approved
a premium to encourage mulberry planting and sericulture. By 1789,
Mansfield was producing 200 pounds of reeled silk annually, almost as
much as the entire total exported by the Carolina colonies in twenty-five
years of silk production. By the 1820s most families in Mansfield supplemented income by raising silk, whether just a few pounds, fifty pounds,
or as much as one hundred pounds per family per annum.5
This raw silk helped satisfy an important need. Homespun sewing
thread, although lumpy and less than perfect, provided an affordable alternative to the expensive imported variety. In the northeast, silkworm
rearing and thread making—women’s work—became part of the domestic sphere, and silk thread became one of the many home-produced
articles women customarily bartered or exchanged in the largely cashless
rural marketplace. In that way silk sewing thread found distribution
over the wider countryside. Sometimes broken threads and waste silk
was spun like cotton or wool into yarn for looms and made into small
quantities of fabric for personal use. “Small as were these beginnings,”
William Cornelius Wyckoff, Secretary of the Silk Association of America, later commented, “they proved more permanent (because they obtained a home market) than all the carefully nursed silk culture for export which had been attempted since before the country was settled. The
manufacture of sewing silk gave new life to an industry that had sickened and died when fed on royal favor and parliamentary bounty.”6
While sericulture filled a modest practical function, it also stimulated
a slew of inflated rhetoric. Late eighteenth-century idealists seized upon
the notion of silkworm raising and reeling as a female occupation that
transcended class and, as such, a particularly appropriate employment
for women in a republic that considered itself democratic. For socially refined, economically comfortable females, genteel occupation with sericulture demonstrated a level of virtuous industry. At the other end of the
social spectrum, sericulture would provide earning opportunities for unwaged single women. In time, sericulture and silk reeling replaced some
of the traditional work and domestically-produced items displaced by
creeping industrial production. It was thought that raising silkworms and
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reeling silk would partially solve a social problem by helping the “idle”
maintain dignity while contributing to their own upkeep—children, the
aged, the infirm, the mentally weak, and the incarcerated—keeping them
from becoming too dependent. Early nineteenth-century natural history
proponents promoted the educational and moral benefit of studying silkworms as models of industrious behavior. Long after American sericulture was abandoned and silk had become a major industry, manufacturers continued to distribute educational boxed kits complete with a
cocoon and silk thread, such as the example from Westbrook’s Haskell
Silk Company, now in Westbrook Historical Society’s collection.7 Early
twentieth-century silk companies supplied retailers with large glass display cases showing the moth-to-cloth sequence.
The Establishment of Sericulture in Maine
The post-Revolutionary era that launched sericulture’s revival in
southern New England also set off a tide of northward migration. Poor
to middling farmers from southern New England flooded north into
Maine’s still forested frontier areas. One of the migrants was Luther
Carey, a thirty-seven-year-old Revolutionary War veteran from Bridgewater County, Massachusetts. In 1798 he settled in Turner, Maine. Because sericulture had already spread through Massachusetts and silk
spinning had been tried in Boston, undoubtedly Carey and the other
newcomers brought knowledge of mulberry cultivation and sericulture
to Maine. At first, the new settlers were consumed by the task of clearing
the forest, feeding families and livestock, and simply surviving.8 Over
time however, a new mulberry bush or tree in the yard produced leaves
enough to feed a few worms, enabling Maine’s new female settlers to
raise cocoons for sale, for barter, or for a try at reeling. If lack of reeling
skill resulted in tangled or broken silk filaments, women accustomed to
spinning wool and flax had no problem spinning the remnants into
some sort of thread.
An example of reeled filament found in Yarmouth Historical Society
shows that the establishment of sericulture in Maine did not take long.
While this example of a large bobbin of reeled silk is dated around 1829,
its provenance leaves little doubt that silkworm-raising and silk reeling
was very likely practiced in Yarmouth by 1815 or probably even earlier.
Most sewing silk was reeled and wound in small skeins, whereas the
Yarmouth sample is wound on a bobbin. The thread, composed of
groups of filaments, is ready to use for sewing as it is, but the fact that it
is on a bobbin indicates use of some kind of a winding machine. This
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This example of reeled filament, housed at the Yarmouth Historical Society, reveals that the establishment of sericulture in Maine did not take long. While this
example of a large bobbin of reeled silk is dated around 1829, its provenance
leaves little doubt that silkworm-raising and silk reeling was very likely practiced in Yarmouth by 1815 or probably even earlier.

suggests the bobbin might have been prepared for further processing or
for some kind of early throwing (twisting) machine. All of this suggests
that by the late 1820s Maine, like Massachusetts and Connecticut, was
developing “machinery:” small wooden contraptions, often home-made,
and intended for use in the home.
Provenance points to Sarah Harvey as the person who reeled the
Yarmouth silk. More than likely already experienced with silk, Sarah
married Asa Bisbee in 1815 and they raised silkworms in the loft above
his general store on Yarmouth’s Main Street. During this period the old
established custom of income production as a joint husband-wife en-
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deavor began to erode. In this growing industrial era wives of successful
merchants and professional men became dependents, detached from
their husband’s workplace and financial activities. But pre-industrial
traditions lingered. Sold or exchanged in her husband’s general store,
Sarah’s bobbins of silk certainly contributed to the Bisbee’s prosperity.
An 1829 newspaper advertisement for a neighboring North Yarmouth
store lists similar raw (reeled) silk among an assortment of imported
goods.9
Sarah Bisbee’s daughter, Susan, regaled her own daughter, Mrs.
Nathaniel Blanchard, with a childhood reminiscence of climbing up into
the store loft to feed trays full of silkworms.10 Considering what is involved in silkworm rearing, it is certain that ten-year-old Susan would
not have had time to do much else. Silkworms eat non-stop. For almost
forty days, from the time they hatch from poppy seed-sized eggs until
they stop to build their cocoons, the worms must be fed continuously.
The amount consumed increases daily as the hatchlings rapidly grow
from tiny streaks to thumb-sized bulging worms. Assuming the existence of mulberry trees on the Bisbee property, and someone responsible for harvesting leaves, Susan did not have far to go to collect them.
How many times a day did Susan climb the loft steps carrying everlarger bags of mulberry leaves? Silkworms are subject to many diseases.
To thrive, they must be kept aired and clean. Excrement must be removed. How much time did Susan spend transferring the worms onto
new trays, cleaning dirty trays, and carrying away the detritus? Susan,
and all the females engaged in this work, must be imagined going about
their tasks accompanied by the chomp of thousands of silkworms relentlessly chewing, and collectively generating a louder and louder noise
as they reached maturity.
With the onset of metamorphosis, silkworms stop eating. With
glands gorged with a form of protein created from mulberry leaves, they
are ready to eject silk filament and cocoon themselves for their transformation. Silkworms eject two streams of silk, one from each side of the
head. In the air, the inherently gummy strands stick together and immediately solidify as one filament, finer than a hair. One filament is not useable alone. It is necessary to use numbers of filament together. Heads
raised, they look for something to hitch onto to support the cocoon during spinning. Susan would have needed help with the job of preparing
bushy arcades of twigs or straw where worms would set about cocoon
spinning. The cocoon-making process takes three days to finish. Within
two weeks the pupae-to-moth metamorphosis is complete and the moth
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ready to break out. The exit hole tears sections of filament apart, destroying its valuable continuity. Before this happened Susan and her
mother had less than two weeks to extricate countless crowds of cocoons
clinging all over the twigs, to select a few to set aside to allow the moth to
break out and lay eggs for next year, and finally to prevent all the others
from hatching by stifling them with heat. With her ready supply of unbroken, “dry” stifled cocoons, Sarah Harvey Bisbee was then able to reel
silk at her own convenience.
Through the early 1830s in Maine, New England, and much of the
mid-Atlantic region, this small-scale primitive silk production prevailed.
Efforts to improve reeling and throwing machinery were slow. Looking
back in the late nineteenth century, William Wyckoff, Secretary of the
Silk Association of America, pointed out that “for at least fifty years [after the Revolution] the making of sewing-silk in this country was chiefly
a household art rather than an organized business carried on in a mill or
a factory.”11
As excise records show, the growing availability of mass-produced
printed cottons did not diminish Americans’ taste for silk. It is visible in
advertisements for silk, in letters and written accounts describing dressmaking, in paintings depicting waistcoats, silk-clad masculine legs, fashionable silk gowns, and silk ribbon festooned caps, and in garments surviving in costume collections.
When the value of silk thread and silk fabric imports grew to twice
that of the country’s grain exports, Congress paid more attention to the
economics of the silk scenario. The hope, as Maine’s Yankee Farmer put
it, was “to be able to depend on our own resources instead of draining
specie from our own country.” To this end, in 1826 the Secretary of the
Treasury commissioned Richard Rush to investigate silk production and
manufacture. Published in 1828 and known as the “Rush Letter,” his finished document was a well-researched 220-page manual, complete with
illustrations of silk machinery and information about silk manufacture,
all culled from other countries. With the advent of this manual a new
phase of sericulture and silk machinery development began. Of the six
thousand copies printed, and of the blitz of other silk publications that
followed, some must have circulated in Maine. Dedham, Massachusetts,
silk manufacturer Judge Jonathan Cobb’s highly popular 1831 silk manual promoted the Chinese mulberry Morus multicaulis. Cultivated in
rows, vineyard-style, this allegedly superior rapid growing variety set off
a national multicaulis buying and planting frenzy. Silk stock companies
sprang up, and speculation ran wild as investors focused on trees, forgetting that silk was the object of the exercise.12 If not ruined, at least re-
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While most sewing silk was reeled and wound in small skeins, some, like the
Yarmouth sample, was wound on a bobbin. The thread, composed of groups of
filaments, was ready to use for sewing. The Yarmouth bobbin sample, on the
other hand, indicates the use of some kind of a winding machine. This suggests
the bobbin might have been prepared for further processing or for some kind of
early throwing (twisting) machine. All of this indicates that by the late 1820s
Maine, like Massachusetts and Connecticut, was developing “machinery:” small
wooden contraptions, often home-made, and intended for use in the home.
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The preparation of bushy arcades of twigs or straw was an essential part of the
silk production process. With the onset of metamorphosis, silkworms stop eating. With glands gorged with a form of protein created from mulberry leaves,
they are ready to eject silk filament and cocoon themselves for their transformation. Silkworms eject two streams of silk, one from each side of the head. In the
air, the inherently gummy strands stick together and immediately solidify as one
filament, finer than a hair. One filament is not useable alone. It is necessary to
use numbers of filament together. Heads raised, they look for something to
hitch onto to support the cocoon during spinning.

turned to reality by the 1839-1840 mulberry market collapse, most dilettantes abandoned mulberry projects and left a much smaller number of
individuals engaged in the business of mulberry and silk culture.
Mulberry tree fever infected Maine. Mulberry orchards sprouted all
over the state. In the early 1830s one nursery in Hiram contained 30,000
mulberry trees. Typical of speculative mulberry ventures, the rapidgrowing Morus multicaulis cuttings were intended for sale. As the plants
matured the leaves generated earnings. Harvested in the summer of
1833 and again in 1834, the Hiram leaves fed silk worms, whose cocoons
produced marketable silk. Another entrepreneur, James Walker of Fryeburg, had ten to twelve thousand four-year-old white mulberry trees in
1836, when he transplanted another two thousand from his seed beds
into a nursery and prepared ground for four thousand more the next
spring. That year, following up on three years of small-scale silkworm
experiments, he raised five thousand silkworms, and they produced
twenty pounds of cocoons from which one and a half pounds of raw silk
was made. Not counting the trees, the expense involved was only about
five dollars. He anticipated receiving a premium or bounty of twenty
dollars, over and above earnings from raw silk sales. In Livermore Falls,
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General Norcross owned four thousand trees. Three Newport individuals with fourteen thousand trees between them can be included among
the many, possibly hundreds, of Mainers involved in providing leaves for
silkworms.13
Agricultural leaders such as York County Agricultural Society’s
founder Arthur McArthur and his brother James experimented with mulberry and silkworm culture in Limington. Maine Farmer editor Dr. Ezekiel
Holmes planted two thousand white mulberry trees at his home on Powder House Hill. Bounty petitioners John Dillingham, Timothy Sudden,
and Francis and Luther Carey steadily expanded their orchards in Turner.
Dillingham dispelled any fears that the Maine climate was too harsh for
mulberry trees. Citing his own experience in 1841 he wrote: “anxious to
see its merits truly tested in the Spring of 1836 we planted some hundred
trees on land inclining to the north, with a western exposure. These we
permitted to stay in the ground ever since without covering, and it will be
recollected that we have had particularly severe and trying winters the
most intense cold, and then intervals of thawing—alternations of weather,
above all others the most destructive to vegetable life—and yet these trees
remaining a flourishing condition.” Nevertheless, ten years later harsh
Maine weather took its toll on Dillingham’s trees.14
A complex web of social and economic factors drove much of this
mulberry planting and silk production. Perhaps the most obvious motivator was the profits. If uninterested in dealing with silk worms, farmers
could sell a leaf harvest, or rent trees to those who needed silkworm
food. In one such instance, a tree owner earned twelve dollars per annum by renting his mature mulberry trees.15 In Maine the going rate for
surplus leaves was one half cent per pound picked by buyer, and one
cent per pound picked by the seller.16
Between congressional encouragement and state bounties there was
no lack of support for silk and mulberry endeavors. What lay behind
Maine’s bounties, however, seemed to be something more than simply
encouraging silk entrepreneurs. In 1836, Maine’s legislature persuaded
Governor Robert Dunlap to approve a silk bounty—five cents per
pound of cocoons and fifty cents per pound for raw silk. With farming
in decline it is not hard to see why so much emphasis was placed on “the
happy adaptation of silk culture” as at least a partial solution to the
problem.17
The change in old-style Maine farming began in the 1820s. Maine’s
most profitable crop had always been wheat. After the Erie Canal opened
in 1825 and transport costs dropped, bins full of western “Genesee”
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flour became the norm, debilitating Maine farmers. In 1837, Maine offered bounties on wheat and corn, but within three years they were repealed. Silk bounties, on the other hand, remained on the statute books
for fifty years—long after silk production was forgotten.18
The Dynamics of the Early Silk Industry
With all the fussy nurturing and cleaning, the whole time-consuming
business of silkworm rearing was regarded as a female occupation. Because poor relief unduly burdened many towns, many advocated finding
ways to make use of the “unemployed” (meaning unwaged and single
women, children, the aged, the infirm, and prisoners). Yankee Farmer
supported the idea and pointed out that a strategy of employing women,
children, and old men to perform silk cultivation would detract nothing
from the common labor of the farm. The thought of harnessing this
kind of labor pool appealed to silk culturists. Luther Carey stated that:
“it appears to me particularly proper that some other new branch of industry should be added to American husbandry in order that profitable
employment might be given to the females, the younger members, and
the aged and infirm. And in casting our eyes in quest of it we were very
forcibly struck with the countless advantages—the happy adaptation of
the silk culture to the objects we had in view. In the present state of the
agriculture in our state, we are aware that, in numerous instances virtuous females, the wives and daughters of farmers in humble life, are compelled by necessity to labor in the field, and participate with their husbands, fathers, and brothers in their more than laborious toil... We are
doubly solicitous on this hand because we see in the success of the silk
culture the surest means that philanthropy could desire, for sustaining
the thousands and thousands of poor women and children, whose support is now stinted and precarious.” Although high-minded and seemingly generous, this idea was scarcely a panacea since this work lasted
only a matter of weeks.
Springtime worm hatching had to be orchestrated to coincide with
the appearance of mulberry leaves. Plantation owners needed a temporary workforce able to labor long days, inside and outside, for about six
weeks. During their brief lifetime 35,000 worms (approximate number
from an ounce of eggs) will consume as much as a ton of foliage. In
large-scale operations the job entailed harvesting leaves; carrying heavy
loads of leaves from orchards to the worms; mounting ladders to reach
the topmost stacked worm racks; keeping racks aired and clean; and
feeding ravenous worms continually for a month. Lastly, thousands of
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cocoons had to be tugged out of their bushy supports, carted to storage,
and baked (stifled). It is hard to believe that any meagerly paid, coerced
workforce of rag-tag feeble recruits did a reliable job, or found it “pleasant and honorable employment.”19 It was very different for vested
owner-families working for themselves with the prospect of good sales
and bounty awards.
It is impossible to know to what extent, if any, Maine silk producers
recruited the much-discussed poor, weak, indigent, and otherwise dependent. In all likelihood most of the work was carried out by the silkraising families themselves. Surviving 1842-1846 letters vividly detailing
a teenager’s experiences in an early silk works in Northampton, Massachusetts, suggest that, just as they were for Lowell and early Saco mills,
young women from rural, and from financially marginal families, were
candidates for work in sericulture and silk manufacturing.20
Cocoons are light, but take up a lot of space. According to one source
it took about 1,000 to 1,200 cocoons to make up one-pound weight, or
enough to be awarded the five-cent Maine bounty. It took one bushel, or
about 10,000 cocoons, to produce one pound of raw silk.21 Cocoons are
held together by sericin gum, which softens in hot water. With hands in
uncomfortably hot water, reelers loosen filament ends and pull up
groups of fine filaments that stick together to form one very fine thread

The cocoon-making process takes three days to finish. Within two weeks the
pupae-to-moth metamorphosis is complete and the moth ready to break out.
The exit hole tears sections of filament apart, destroying its valuable continuity.
Before this happened, silk producers had less than two weeks to extricate countless crowds of cocoons clinging all over the twigs, to select a few to set aside to
allow the moth to break out and lay eggs for next year, and finally to prevent all
the others from hatching by stifling them with heat.
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The image above depicts an 1840 skein of reeled filament made by Miss Phoebe
Allen of Windham. Miss Allen’s skein provides an idea what people in the 1830s
and 1840s had in mind when they set out to make skeins of silk. This skein is
part of the collection of the Maine Historical Society.

to wind onto a reel, which functions something like a wool winder.
Small skeins of silk threads taken from the reel constituted raw silk.
Reeling is difficult. Because one filament is too thin to use alone, the
goal is to reel several filaments together so that they adhere into one even
smooth thread. It is easier said than done. Along their length filaments
vary in thickness, and some cocoons run out of filament before others.
The reeler must attach a new filament immediately, and maintain the
thread’s even thickness. This can be accomplished by European reelers after years of apprenticeship, or by Chinese reelers, with centuries of hardwon experience passed down from mother to daughter. Maine agriculturalist Ezekiel Holmes asserted optimistically that the necessary skill for
reeling “may be readily be acquired,” but silk expert Stephen Du Ponceau,
in an 1831 letter to Connecticut’s Judge Jonathan Cobb, despaired that
“our Connecticut women in seventy years have not improved their
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knowledge of the art of reeling.”22 We can assume that perfection also
eluded Maine’s female reelers. Whatever the quality, whether by hand or
assisted by some kind of simple early machinery, somehow Maine’s
would-be thread manufacturers obtained quantities of reeled silk.
In the meantime, the growing social and economic divide of the
1830s and 1840s created a new category of young women, free from obligations, to contribute to the family economy. They attended academies,
embroidered, and indulged in various pastimes, from bead, shell, and
fancy work, to the industrious amusement of raising silkworms and
reeling cocoons. Among the miscellaneous handiwork items featured in
the Maine Charitable Mechanic Association’s 1838 Portland exhibition
catalog are several silk skeins. One example, by Miss Martha Cleaveland
of Brunswick, received a diploma for “a specimen of Sewing silk,” created from worms fed with white mulberry leaves and raised from the
seed.23 A second diploma went to Miss Lucia Deane of Biddeford, a
young lady “entirely unacquainted with the business,” who likewise grew
her own leaves, raised worms, and used a common reel to make two
white and two dyed black skeins. Curiously the only professional sericulturist, and the only male exhibitor was Mr. James Walker, the mulberry
planter from Fryeberg, who showed one black and one white skein.
About 1840 Miss Phoebe Allen of Windham made a skein of reeled filament now in the Maine Historical Society. Miss Allen’s skein provides an
idea what people in the 1830s and 1840s had in mind when they set out
to make skeins of silk.24
A casual observer might remark on the small size of the extant silk
skeins. Threads intended for hand-sewing had always been packaged in
small amounts, making it convenient to pull out a length. In the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, New England silk skeins were
briefly accepted as currency, and Connecticut law defined skein size as
twenty threads, each two yards long.25 Vestiges of this idea may have influenced later custom. In terms of “reeled” and “thrown” threads it is
easy to see the difference between Phoebe Allen’s skein and the more finished thrown (twisted) threads in Luther Carey’s skeins.
To reduce labor and increase speed and production, Maine manufacturers began to adopt improved machines to assist reeling and throwing
(twisting). In use in Hiram in 1833, a machine known as Brook’s
Patented Machine reeled, doubled, and twisted silk into finished threads,
and an illustrated 1839 advertisement showed Dennis’s Patent Premium
Silk Spinner and Twister. Compact in size, Dennis’s machine performed
multiple processes from cocoon reeling to finishing uniform thread. It
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could be operated by foot, by steam, or by waterpower.26 The latter
claimed to produce 300 skeins per day. An advertisement for Harrison
Holland’s Improved Silk Spinner appeared in a March 9, 1839 Maine
Farmer’s Journal of the Arts advertisement. A small wooden construction,
Holland’s machine could double, twist, and spin silk thread in one operation. Suitable for family or factory use, Holland’s Spinner was invented
in Northampton, Massachusetts, a town that played a key role in the silk
industry.
At its core, the 1841 bounty petition demonstrated that any hope for
the silk industry depended on increased silk supplies. Luther Carey did
not rest with mere description; he provided examples: the two skeins illustrated below. The specimens were “taken from a bundle of our production,” of some two thousand skeins, most of which had been used to
make garments “independent of foreign nations”—meaning without
imported thread.
One of the Carey skeins is black, which was the most desirable color.
To satisfy this market most thread makers dyed thread black to resemble
costly black imports. Mr. J. Herrick of Leeds, made “strong uniform size
threads equal to any of the Italian,” but had not yet managed to impart
that “peculiar gloss on the black silk that we see on the Italian.” In 1841
Herrick insisted he could make silk manufacture a profitable business,
and others thought the same. By 1846 mulberry planter Captain Dillingham operated a small factory in Turner village, manufacturing (probably with his own variation on the Dennis machine) hand-sewing thread.
Unfortunately Dillingham’s orchards did not enjoy the same south-facing advantage as Luther Carey’s, and in time frosts killed off the buds on
his trees, adding up to financial loss.27 Similar climate problems probably reduced raw silk production and silk manufacturing progress elsewhere in Maine.
On April 14, 1841, the Maine State House of Representatives voted to
withdraw the silk bounty petition. A nine-page committee report agreed
with the general concept of encouraging the manufacture of articles that
would add to the country’s wealth, reduce dependence on foreign nations, and provide a range of employment suitable for the feeblest to the
most robust in the population. It approved of bounties and tariffs to
help start-up manufacturers withstand competition, but argued that it
was “an error to grant them beyond what was necessary.” “Any effort on
the part of this state to encourage the manufacture of silk while some
twenty millions worth of silks are annually brought into the country
duty free would fail to accomplish the desired object. It would be putting
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Threads intended for hand-sewing were always packaged in small amounts,
making it convenient to pull out a length. In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, New England silk skeins were briefly accepted as currency, and
Connecticut law defined skein size as twenty threads, each two yards long.

the sea before the tide.” The report concluded that “the vast water powers of this state being more than all of New England, besides other natural advantages, will be sufficient inducement to capitalists at home and
abroad to invest their capital within our own borders, and on our own
noble paramount waterfalls instead of investing it in other states where
none of the facilities are better, and where water power is inferior to
ours.” Written in 1841, these words reflect the new manufacturing developments gathering pace at Lewiston’s Androscoggin Falls. From small
beginnings, around 1820 local millwrights set up various modest sized
water-powered textile mills, and by 1837 Ephraim Wood operated the
first small cotton mill on the falls.
While silk cultivators planted mulberry trees during the 1830s and
envisaged a future silk industry, Maine capitalists eyed the Androscoggin
River’s potential, made strategic land acquisitions, and harbored different industrial ambitions. In the 1840s Lewiston’s textile manufacturing
increased as out-of-state investors began to exploit the river’s waterpower. In the meantime, sericulture steadily declined. Without the desired legislative encouragement or the emergence of new sericulture
entrepreneurs, all prospects of a developing silk industry in Maine
diminished by 1850. However, after the Civil War, large-scale silk manufacturing was established on another river and began to flourish.28
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Hill’s “Machine Twist” Thread
The mills and machinery used by the new Lewiston cotton manufacturers were patterned after the Lowell mills, but where silk was concerned, it was not until the late 1850s that an American industrial silk
manufacturing model began to take shape. Around 1850 Samuel
Lapham Hill of Northampton, Massachusetts, invented a silk thread that
worked in sewing machines without breaking. The thread breakage
problem had held up the advance of sewing machines. Offered first to
Isaac Singer, the new “machine twist” thread enabled Singer to launch
his sewing machines in 1852. Growing use of the sewing machine created a steady demand for machine twist. Subsequently, large thread orders from Singer and from other sewing machine companies helped
Hill’s mill grow into the 600-employee Nonotuck Silk Company (later
called Corticelli), the first major silk manufacturer.29 Veteran silk entrepreneurs and new investors set up as machine twist manufacturers, at
first concentrated in the old silk-growing areas around Mansfield, Windsor Locks, and Waterton in Connecticut, and in southern Massachusetts—but not in Maine.
Because machine twist made sewing machines operable, some early
garment manufacturers machine-stitched large quantities of uniforms
used in the Civil War. Though quickly adopted by clothing manufacturers, expensive sewing machines took almost two decades to reach the
general domestic market. Hand-sewing silk was not suitable for machines, but machine twist could be used for any kind of sewing. For
thread makers the future lay in machine twist. For some reason Maine’s
early hand-sewing thread factory pioneers, like Captain Dillingham, did
not become sewing machine twist manufacturers. Instead, Lewiston’s
burgeoning cotton industry attracted investment attention. In the
meantime, in other New England states, rapid technical advances
steadily mechanized all aspects of the expanding silk industry. Demand
for raw silk exceeded supplies and available local silk was often too
poorly reeled for use with more sophisticated machinery. The new breed
of silk manufacturers made up the slack with raw silk imported from
wherever they could get it—least expensive from Turkey and China,
most expensive from Italy. In America new mechanization increased raw
silk consumption and silk industrialists soon relied entirely on imports,
which became even more attractive after 1857 when raw silk became
duty free.
Unlike raw silk, imported finished silk goods were classed as a luxury
item and subjected to new high tariffs during the Civil War to generate
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To reduce labor and increase speed and production, Maine manufacturers began to adopt improved machines to assist reeling and throwing (twisting). In
use in Hiram in 1833, a machine known as Brook’s Patented Machine reeled,
doubled, and twisted silk into finished threads. An illustrated 1839 advertisement showed Dennis’s Patent Premium Silk Spinner and Twister. Compact in
size, Dennis’s machine performed multiple processes from cocoon reeling to
finishing uniform thread. It could be operated by foot, by steam, or by waterpower.
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An advertisement for Harrison Holland’s Improved Silk
Spinner appeared in a March
9, 1839 Maine Farmer’s Journal of the Arts advertisement.
A small wooden construction, Holland’s machine
could double, twist, and spin
silk thread in one operation.
Suitable for family or factory
use, Holland’s Spinner was
invented in Northampton,
Massachusetts, a town that
played a key role in the silk
industry.

revenue for the Union treasury. A thirty percent tax in 1861, the duty increased to sixty percent in 1864.30 While new duties made finished silk
imports prohibitively expensive, untaxed raw silk gave American manufacturers an advantage, enabling them to manufacture affordable silks
for the home market. In this way wartime duties had the unintended
consequence of becoming a protective tariff. Due to constant silk industry lobbying, tariffs remained high throughout the life of the industry. In
the end the combination of protection from foreign competition and
other factors created an industry where overproduction resulted in excessive domestic competition. For many late nineteenth and early twentieth century American silk manufacturers, severe competition made it
difficult to make a profit and stay in business.
American domestic sericulture failed to keep pace with technical
progress. Contributing factors included: the reduction in the number of
mulberry orchards after the 1838-1840 Morus multicaulis failure; lack of
knowledge of the complex refinements of silkworm raising; lack of
workers skilled in the difficult art of reeling; lack of efficient reeling machinery; and abolition of the duty on raw silk from China, Japan, and
elsewhere. One could argue, perhaps, that sericulturists lacked imagination and comprehension of the sheer quantities needed for large scale
mechanized manufacture. Luther Carey cited his output of two thousand skeins produced over a period of several years. Yet realistically, the
total amount of raw silk in Carey’s small skeins would not have kept a
new industrial machine going for any length of time. Even the silk
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turned out by Captain Dillingham’s “factory” of small wooden reeling
machines could not add up to real quantities compared with the imported bales of over one hundred pounds. Possible though it was for
mulberry trees and silkworms to thrive in Maine and the nation, silkraising was simply not compatible with American agriculture and patterns of labor.
The Haskell Silk Company
Like the Androscoggin, the Presumpscot River caught out-of-state
antebellum investors’ attention. In 1858 James Haskell, a Massachusetts
senator and prominent citizen of Rockport and Gloucester, Massachusetts, acquired the bankrupt cotton mill on the Presumpscot’s Saccarappa Falls. With his political, banking, and textile manufacturing experience he turned the failed mill around in time to benefit from
lucrative war contracts. In the late 1860s, after improvements to the cotton mill complex, Haskell turned his attention to silk, now a growing industry. In 1874 he founded the Haskell Silk Company, the first and only
specialized industrial silk manufacturing company in Maine. Although
Haskell began on a small scale, it is telling that by this point in the nineteenth century, start-up costs amounted to a sum of $15,000 (approximately $250,000 in today’s dollars). Operations began at the lower Saccarappa Falls in a modest structure purchased for $3,000. The building’s
history included earlier use by an old-time sericulturist named Vose.31
Converted by Haskell, the up-to-date machine twist mill was equipped
with $5,000 worth of the latest mechanical reeling and throwing (spinning) machinery from Willimantic’s John Atwood (an antebellum silk
machine pioneer), whose company was rapidly becoming the largest silk
throwing machine maker in the world.
With sons Frank and Edwin and mill superintendent Charles Fenton,
James Haskell’s twist mill began operating in September 1874. Fenton
brought the specialized knowledge and experience needed to launch a
new silk enterprise. A native of Mansfield, Connecticut, in 1852 at age
twelve Fenton started work in Mansfield Hollow silk mills; later he managed the O. S. Chaffee silk mill and spent several years as a traveling
salesman for Nonotuck (Corticelli), the original machine twist company. Under Charles Fenton’s tutelage six young Saccarappa (Westbrook) women—Carrie Whitcher, Nellie Small, Fannie Cash, Carrie
Rowe, Delia Quimby, and Mrs. Emma Killock—began to learn how to
make machine twist.32
The first silk bale opened at the mill consisted of 109 pounds of Chi-
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nese raw silk, purchased from New York silk importer John Walker. At
this point the twist mill consumed at least one bale per month, and
many more each month by 1880, when sixty Haskell workers produced
thread sold all over New England and in New York. Haskell Silk Company machine twist was marketed under several labels: Haskell Silk
Company, Presumpscot Mills, Anglo, and Dirigo. Haskell twist customers included dry goods stores, dressmakers, garment outworkers,
and shoemakers, including the Maine State Prison shoe-making workshop. Despite great competition in the machine twist market, the wellmanaged Haskell Silk Company not only prospered, but expanded in a
new direction. In 1882 Haskell switched to silk fabric weaving. The company was one of the first to enter the silk yard goods sector, a branch of
silk manufacturing that only became possible in the 1880s when increasing Japanese silk imports combined with the Chinese supplies to make
substantial amounts of raw silk available.
By this time many new silk textile manufacturers congregated near
New York and Paterson, New Jersey, where they benefited from European immigrant silk workers. Firmly lodged in Westbrook, Haskell astutely recruited two expert immigrants to provide the necessary silk textile expertise. Hired in 1883, German loom fixer Ernest Gerhardts had
three years experience in New York and Paterson area silk mills, and had
possibly been a hand weaver in his hometown of Haan, not far from
Crefeld, the German silk center.33 With chemical dyes now more prevalent (and U.S. chemical expertise almost non-existent), hiring Swiss dye
chemist Ernest Rathgreb in 1884 enabled the Haskell Silk Company to
run its own dye house. This meant a standard of quality control not possible if, as was most often the case, manufacturers relied on specialist dye
companies where all kinds of fraud, weighting, and chemical processes
could cause losses and reduce inherent silk quality.
Though the early Haskell work force was predominantly female,
Rathgreb’s dye house employed male workers. Rathgreb’s dye chemistry
helped establish the company reputation. In 1894 when the American
Silk Association commissioned scientific tests to compare the quality of
foreign and domestic silks, the American silks emerged triumphant,
shown to have the least adulteration. Published nationally, the results revealed that the American silks used in the tests were from the Haskell
Silk Company.34 This put the Westbrook silk company on the map, associated the name Haskell with quality, and gave the company a permanent
marketing edge. Haskell used reprints of the 1894 American Silk Association report as a promotional tool. The Haskell Silk Company’s Journal
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Despite great competition in the
machine twist market, the wellmanaged Haskell Silk Company
not only prospered, but expanded in a new direction. In
1882 Haskell switched to silk
fabric weaving. The company
was one of the first to enter the
silk yard goods sector, a branch
of silk manufacturing that only
became possible in the 1880s
when increasing Japanese silk
imports combined with the Chinese supplies to make substantial
amounts of raw silk available.

of Sales, covering eighteen years from 1889 to 1907, lists customers in
every part of the United States: Philadelphia’s John Wannamaker, New
York’s R.H. Macy, Denver’s Dry Goods Co., Chicago’s Carson Pirie &
Scott, Portland’s J.R. Libby Co., and Rines Brothers Co., to name a few.35
Black was always the most popular color, so much so that in the early
1900s as silk became the top retail revenue earner, and as department
stores established large specialized silk departments, there was always at
least one counter entirely devoted to black silk fabrics. Rathgreb’s special
knowledge of black silk dyeing made Haskell a leader among the best
quality black silks.
After frequent expansions Haskell outgrew the original mill site. In
1902, the managing owners built a new state-of-the-art brick mill and
separate dye house at an upriver Westbrook location. In the twentieth
century the Haskell Silk Company was one of the country’s most respected, stable, and enduring silk manufacturers. Continuity was rare in
the volatile silk industry where new startups, frequent failures, and ownership turnover was all too common. In 1920, in an industry with over
1,300 mills, only fourteen firms employed over one thousand workers,
and some had as few as five. Haskell’s three hundred workers placed the
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After frequent expansions Haskell outgrew the original mill site. In 1902, the
managing owners built a new state-of-the-art brick mill and separate dye house
at an upriver Westbrook location. In the twentieth century, the Haskell Silk
Company was one of the country’s most respected, stable, and enduring silk
manufacturers. Continuity was rare in the volatile silk industry where new startups, frequent failures, and ownership turnover was all too common.

company among the 100 largest. While the Haskell Silk Company was
not the only mill situated at a distance from the mid-Atlantic industry
center, it was distinguished as one of the very few totally integrated companies that carried out the entire manufacturing process, from silk bale
to thread making, dyeing, weaving, finishing, and marketing.
From the financial and marketing point of view, the Board of Trade
and other accounts agreed the company was well managed. Dye master
Rathgreb (and later, his son), and production manager Gerhardts, “knew
silk from A to Z,” and it is to them that credit was due for the consistently high quality product. On the mill floor, at least initially, it seems
the Haskell Silk Company followed a policy similar to that pursued by
neighboring Westbrook paper maker S. D. Warren, known for avoiding
non-Americans because of the problems he believed they could generate.36 To some extent Haskell’s style of management could be classed as
welfare capitalist, as was the case in many silk mills distant from the industry center. The company maintained good worker relations and experienced no unrest until its only strike in 1927, when serious industry
decline generated problems.
The silk scene changed in the 1920s. Plagued by overproduction from
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the beginning, the silk industry now suffered even greater competition
from attractive silk-cotton mixes, and from rayon (artificial silk), the
first man-made fiber. For Haskell, internal management issues exacerbated the situation. Long-time treasurer Lemuel Lane died in 1921,
stockholders changed, the number of directors was reduced from five to
three, the company acquired and quickly lost a new president, and Gerhardts retired. Equally problematic was that the new directors were not
silk manufacturers. Hampered by undercapitalization, Haskell (like
many other silk mills) did not reorganize or update to the wider, more
efficient looms needed to make the wide fabrics the growing garment industry demanded. None of the various strategies explored succeeded.
The Haskell Silk Company collapsed in bankruptcy in 1930. In an attempt to save the company, which was Westbrook’s third largest employer and taxpayer, Westbrook’s Chamber of Commerce organized a
loan from the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. The necessary local
financial supplement never materialized and the plan came to naught. In
1931 a company called Westbrook Weaving Mills Inc., which advertised
“silk, rayon fabrics and also throwing,” leased the Haskell plant. By 1935
it had vanished from the record.
By the mid-1910s and 1920s Japanese raw silk production reached
enormous proportions. America imported most of it. Silk prices
dropped, but rayon always remained cheaper. Silk was everywhere—the
reverse of the antebellum situation. Prior to the post World War I era,
Haskell was the only silk manufacturer in Maine other than Rocklandbased Charles H. Duff, a one-man business established in 1905 to make
silk fishing lines and silk cords of different kinds for watch chains,
braids, and eye glass chains.37 As silk production expanded, other textile
manufacturers began to find ways to use silk, sometimes to make something more silky and marketable, and sometimes for the caché. In 1918,
a South Penobscot mill with fifty workers and forty kitting machines
made wool and silk mittens for the Boston based O. L. Bailey Company.
Maine’s huge cotton mills contributed to the silk industry glut by manufacturing silk-cotton mixes: fabrics with cotton warps and silk fillings. In
1918 Lewiston’s Hill Manufacturing Company listed among its products
“cotton silk mixed goods.” In Sagadahoc County in 1920, a mill called
Richmond Silk Mill advertised broad silks. Topsham’s Cabot Manufacturing Company, a combed cotton manufacturer, added “silk and rayon
converters” to its operations, suggesting production of silk/cotton and
rayon/cotton mixes.38 In Lewiston the Bates mill manufactured rayon
goods in the late 1920s, as did the Haskell Silk Company.
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Faster than silk looms, cotton looms could produce long runs much
more economically than any silk loom. With looms set with a cotton
warp, all that a cotton mill had to do was wind silk onto quills for the
shuttles, or buy quills already wound with silk. Haskell made its own silk
weaving yarns. Because Haskell was the only Maine mill with this capability, it is intriguing to speculate that in the 1920s, as the company
struggled to survive, it may have sold silk threads to the cotton mills, and
in this way further contributed to its own problems. There is no way to
know. Such company records as exist do not extend into the 1920s.
Conclusion
Early nineteenth-century sericulture, mulberry planting, and simple
hand silk thread manufacturing was more concentrated in southern
Massachusetts and Connecticut than in Maine. Nevertheless, Maine was
very much involved in this aspect of early nineteenth-century silk history. In the end, American domestic raw silk production failed to meet
the demands made by increasingly mechanized silk manufacturing. The
reasons included lack of adequate knowledge of sericulture, deficient
reeling skills, and labor costs. As hand-reeled sewing thread progressed
to mechanized sewing machine twist, manufacturers turned to supplies
of imported raw silk. By the late nineteenth century, a new producer,
Japan, provided the vast, reliable amounts of raw silk that made silk
weaving possible. The Haskell Silk Company was one of the first to make
silk yardage. Silk fabric manufacturing grew into an entirely new branch
of the American textile industry, distinct from cotton and wool. By the
end of the nineteenth century, America had mechanized all stages of silk
manufacture, while hand operations persisted into the twentieth century
elsewhere. Before its collapse in the 1930s, the American silk industry
was the largest in the world.
Despite its geographically peripheral location, Maine played an integral role in the evolving American silk scene. In what had become a
multi-million dollar industry, the Haskell Silk Company was one of the
largest and was distinguished for its high-quality fabrics. As one of the
most stable, long-lived companies in the volatile silk business, Haskell
exceeded the level of manufacturing pioneering silk enthusiast Luther
Carey might ever have envisaged. One thing would have been familiar to
Carey—fierce competition—a concern evident in Carey’s 1841 petition,
and a condition Haskell operated under continuously during the company’s fifty-six year existence. Part of the larger story of American silk,
Maine’s silk history began in the early nineteenth century with women
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like Sarah Harvey Bisbee raising silkworms and reeling hand sewing
thread at home for local use, and ended in 1930 with the demise of the
Haskell Silk Company.
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